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Abstract—Quality of software test suites can be effectively
and accurately measured using mutation analysis. Traditional
mutation involves seeding first and sometimes higher order
faults into the program, and evaluating each for detection.
However, traditional mutants are often heavily redundant, and
it is desirable to produce the complete matrix of test cases vs
mutants detected by each. Unfortunately, even the traditional
mutation analysis has a heavy computational footprint due to
the requirement of independent evaluation of each mutant by
the complete test suite, and consequently the cost of evaluation
of complete kill matrix is exorbitant.
We present a novel approach of combinatorial evaluation of
multiple mutants at the same time that can generate the complete
mutant kill matrix with lower computational requirements.
Our approach also has the potential to reduce the cost of
execution of traditional mutation analysis especially for test suites
with weak oracles such as machine-generated test suites, while at
the same time liable to only a linear increase in the time taken
for mutation analysis in the worst case.
I. INTRODUCTION
Mutation analysis involves exhaustive injection and analysis
of first and higher order faults [8]. Traditional mutation analysis
involves evaluating each mutant by running individual test
cases against that mutant until the mutant is killed (detected)
by one of the test cases. One of the problems with mutation
analysis is the issue of redundant mutants [17]. That is, a large
number of mutants represent faults that are strictly subsumed
by other mutants, and hence contributes nothing to the overall
effectiveness of mutation analysis [18], [31]. Another major
problem with mutation analysis is the heavy computational
requirement. Each mutant needs to be evaluated independently
by potentially the complete test suite in order to determine
if the mutant was successfully detected by one of the test
cases [28]. As the number of mutants that can be generated
from even a simple program is very large, mutation analysis
is computationally intensive, which has limited its practicality.
The best method for accounting for redundancy in mutants
is of course to simply evaluate the complete set of mutants
against the full set of test cases, and eliminate redundant
mutants resulting in the so-called minimal mutants [1]. We call
the resulting matrix of results the mutant kill matrix1.
The main reason for the high cost of mutation analysis is
the requirement of an independent evaluation of each mutant.
This is especially aggravated in the case of computing the




Fig. 1: Evaluation of supermutants. The filled dots indicate
mutations applied within the supermutants. The non detected
mutants are indicated by doubled borders.
mutant kill matrix2 because each mutant needs to be evaluated
by executing it against each test case. Note that the number
of mutants that can be generated from a program is typically
of the same magnitude as the number of lines in a program.
This in turn results in a much larger number of test executions,
which means that any method that can reduce the number of
test executions needed can have a large impact on the total
cost of analysis.
We propose a novel method for computing the mutant kill
matrix that can potentially avoid the requirement of individual
evaluation of each mutant using supermutants. A supermutant
(see Figure 3) is a mutant of a program consisting of several
small changes in the program, all applied at once. From
previous research [9], we know that the incidence of fault
masking is very rare Hence, if a test suite cannot find the
supermutant, it is unlikely that it is able to find one of the
individual mutants. Hence, when ever we find a supermutant
that escapes detection, we mark the constituent mutants as
having escaped detection by the test suite. On the other hand,
if the supermutant is detected, we partition the component
mutations in the supermutant, generate two mutants containing
each set of mutations, and recurse into the mutants generated
from applying each set.
The biggest threat to the effectiveness of our technique is
2 While in traditional mutation analysis, one stops evaluation of a mutant
as soon as any of the covering test cases manage to kill the mutant being
considered. However, if one wants to compute the mutant kill matrix, one
needs to execute the complete set of covering test cases. That is, traditional
mutation analysis can have a complexity of n× 1 in the best case, and n× t
in the worst case, where n is the number of mutants, and t the number of test
cases, for computing the mutant kill matrix, one always has n× t complexity.
the presence of trivially killed mutants that can force recursion
into the child nodes containing first order mutants. Indeed,
a majority of mutants are trivial, and can be detected by a
covering test case. Hence, we filter out these mutations by
using a minimal3 coverage-adequate4 test-suite with assertions
removed (We also ensure that any single mutant is evaluated by
exactly one test case). Any mutant that is killed by a covering
test suite with its assertions removed may be marked as killed
by all other test cases that covers that mutant, and hence need
not be evaluated by supermutants again.
The steps for evaluation of supermutants are as follows:
A. Evaluating supermutants for the mutant kill matrix
We only consider lexically non-overlapping mutations such
as first-order deletions initially. We then discuss how other
mutations can be evaluated similarly.
1) Generate a test suite that is minimally coverage adequate.
2) Identify mutants that can be killed by this minimal test
suite. Next, verify that the mutants are indeed trivial to
kill, and hence any covering test case will detect them
(This can be accomplished by removing the assertions
before executing the test suite).
3) Generate a composite supermutant containing all the
first-order mutations possible in the program.
4) Pick any test case that covers any of the mutations and
check whether it kills the composite supermutant.
5) If the composite supermutant was not killed, declare the
test case as killing none of the component mutants.
6) If the composite supermutant was killed by the test case,
partition the mutations randomly into two equal groups,
and combine each group into a child supermutant.
7) Evaluate the test case on each child supermutant.
8) If the child supermutant is actually a first-order mutant,
we evaluate the test case on it and stop and return the
result of evaluation for that mutation because there is
nothing left to recursively evaluate.
9) If one or both of the child supermutants are detected by
the test case, we recursively evaluate smaller and smaller
partitions until we reach the first-order mutants.
10) If none of the children are detected, we prioritize this
mutant for later evaluation, but return with an empty
mutant kill matrix.
11) The evaluation results in the mutant kill matrix for that
specific test case.
12) Continue the evaluation for each test case in the same
manner to get the complete mutant kill matrix.
How do we deal with mutation points such as arithmetic
operators and boolean operators that can result in multiple
overlapping mutations? While these mutations cannot be
included in the same supermutant, one can produce multiple
3 We use a minimal test suite to ensure that we use the least effort necessary
to remove these trivial mutants.
4 From here on, we consider any subset of test cases of the complete test
suite to be coverage adequate if it has covered all the statements possible by
the complete test suite. We also assume that we have the coverage information
for each of the test cases.
supermutants each containing non-overlapping mutations, and
evaluate them as we detailed above.
What is the runtime for the evaluation of supermutants?
In the best case, we will find that the supermutant is not
killable by any of the test cases in which case, we require
only a single execution of the supermutant per covering test
case. If the mutations and test suites are such that we have a
high mutation score test suite, but with low redundancy, the
first supermutant would be detected, and we will be forced
to recurse into the child supermutants. However, it is likely
that at each step a significant fraction of test cases would
fail to detect the supermutant. If a test case fails to detect
the supermutant, then there is little chance of it detecting its
component mutants due to the rarity of fault masking. Hence
these test cases can be be eliminated from deeper recursion on
that particular supermutant. Thus, even in this scenario, our
technique has the potential to be significantly cheaper. If on
the other hand, all mutants are indeed killable by each test
case, then we will require 2n− 1 evaluations of mutants per
test case rather than n mutant evaluations per test case where
n is the number of mutations possible. Indeed, the stronger
the mutants are, or lower the mutation score is, the higher
the probability that supermutants may result in significant cost
savings.
The same procedure may be adapted for traditional mutation
analysis, and can prove gainful when the test suite has weak
oracles, and the probable mutation score is low. The adaptation
of the supermutants for traditional mutation analysis is simple.
B. Adapting supermutants for traditional mutation analysis
1) Generate a test suite that is minimally coverage adequate.
2) Use this coverage adequate test suite in the first phase
of mutation analysis to identify trivial mutants that are
easily killed, and the test cases sufficient to kill this set
of trivial mutants.
3) Collect the remaining test suites and remaining mutations
possible on the program.
4) Produce a supermutant with all remaining mutations.
(Steps until this point is common.)
5) Identify and produce a test suite that covers the program
locations of mutations.
6) Run the test suite against the supermutant by choosing
one test case at a time. Stop at the first test case that
was able to kill the super mutant.
7) If the supermutant was not detected, None of the mutants
could be found by the given test suite.
8) If the supermutant was detected, partition the mutations
in the supermutant into two equal groups randomly.
Generate a new test suite by discarding the test cases
from the previous test suite that were evaluated, and
failed to detect the parent supermutant. Apply the new
test suite against each smaller supermutant.
9) If neither mutant was detected by the test suite, mark
the parent supermutant for later analysis
10) If one of the child supermutants were detected, proceed
to analyze the child mutant similarly until we reach
first-order mutants.
11) If both of the child supermutants were detected, proceed
to analyse both child mutants similarly.
12) Once we reach the leaf node, mark the simple mutants
as detected if they are detected.
The procedure of evaluation of a supermutant is summarized
in Figure 1. As can be seen in the figure, at each step, the
supermutant is decomposed into smaller and smaller sets of
mutations, ending when the mutations are the smallest possible.
There are a few possible gains from using such a technique.
In the first case, where one is interested in speeding up
traditional mutation analysis, as long as the oracle being tested
against is weak5 or the mutants are stubborn6, or there are
numerous equivalent mutants, we have a reasonable chance
of being faster than the traditional – mutation at a time –
analysis. Second, complex mutations where the supermutant
is detected but neither the child mutants are detected, are
interesting in their own right, because the child mutants have
a higher probability of being non-equivalent and stubborn on
account of there being at least some effect in the program due
to the mutation. The supermutant can also be minimized to
1-minimal form7 using delta debugging to produce a strong
higher-order mutant. There are further avenues for optimization.
For example, the utility of this approach is enhanced if there
is a means to classify stubborn mutants so that they can be
clubbed together. It was previously found [33] that once we
consider reachability, specific operators that produce off-by-one
errors are more likely to result in stubborn mutants. These
mutations could then be chosen to form a supermutant that
may be evaluated separately.
C. Reduction of supermutants to 1-minimal form
The evaluation procedure of supermutants may often result
in situations where the parent supermutant was detected by a
particular test case while neither of the children are detected by
the same test case. When this happens, it is an indication that the
combination of mutations expresses a fault that is different from
the faults originally expressed by the individual mutations. In
such cases, one may apply the delta debugging [38] algorithm
to isolate the particular mutations necessary to trigger the
fault. By carefully varying the partitions during each mutation
analysis, one may collect different higher-order mutants that
express different faults and hence improve the effectiveness of
mutation analysis.
We note that traditional mutation analysis is most expensive
when it evaluates stubborn and equivalent mutants – where a
majority of test cases do not detect the mutant being examined.
It is precisely for these mutants that our technique is most
effective. Hence we believe that supermutants can be more
5A weak oracle is an oracle that asserts weak facts such as no crash.
6 A mutant is stubborn if a high-quality test suite is unable to detect it, but
is not equivalent [37].
7 A 1-minimal supermutant is a mutant that is detected by some test suite
such that removal of any of the component mutations results in it not being
detected by that test suite.
effective provided one is able to identify these mutants in
advance.
Contributions:
• A novel method for reducing the computational overhead
in producing a complete mutant kill matrix provided the
mutants could be pre-classified as trivial or stubborn.
• A novel method for reducing the computational overhead
for traditional mutation analysis especially for test suites
with weak oracles.
II. CASE STUDIES
Our case study is aimed at investigating the effectiveness of
supermutants in reducing the computational effort required
for mutation analysis. We consider two programs for our
study – the triangle program and urlparse program. The
effectiveness of supermutants is linked strongly to the test
suite being used. Hence, for both programs, we evaluate
the effectiveness of our technique using two test suites of
different oracular strengths. For evaluating the mutation score
of both programs, for demonstration purposes, we chose simple
statement deletion of leaf statements. That is, for the triangle,
only return statements would be replaced with pass. We evalute
supermutants on these two programs below.
A. Analyzing the triangle program
Figure 2 contains the well known triangle classification
program [22] used in numerous mutation studies [13], [20],
[27], along with two test suites given in Figure 5 and Figure 6.
The triangle program classifies any given valid numeric triple
as one of the three: Equilateral, Isosceles, Scalene. The test
suite in Figure 5 is a strong test suite (100% coverage) with a
weak oracle which only checks for the validity of the triple,
while the test suite in Figure 6 is a test suite with similar
coverage, but with a stronger oracle. The small triangle marks
in Figure 2 indicate the possible mutations. We first use a
statement coverage adequate test suite to filter out trivial
mutants. The ◮ mark represent trivial mutants that are removed
by the test suite in Figure 5. Figure 3 shows the preliminary
supermutant generated after removing the trivially detected
mutants.
In this case, evaluating the supermutant in Figure 3 with
the test suite in Figure 5 results in the supermutant not being
found, which immediately suggests that none of the mutants
are likely to be found, resulting in saving 5 mutant evaluations.
However, we note that the savings are also dependent on the
strength of test suite. For example, the test suite in Figure 6
will not result in any savings as this test suite is both minimally
coverage adequate and strong enough to detect all mutants with
the first test case that covers them. That is, the first test suite is
an example where our approach can lead to savings, while the
second test suite is an example of a pitfall, where our approach
can be more expensive than traditional analysis.
Fig. 2: The Triangle program
1 def triangle(a, b, c):
◮ assert a + b > c and a + c > b and b + c > a
3 if a = b and b = c:
4 ⊲ return ’Equilateral’
5 if a = b:
6 ⊲ return ’Isosceles’
7 if b = c:
8 ⊲ return ’Isosceles’
9 if a = c:
10 ⊲ return "Isosceles"
11 ⊲ return "Scalene"
Fig. 3: The Triangle supermutant
1 def triangle(a, b, c):
assert a + b > c and a + c > b and b + c > a
3 if a = b and b = c:
4 pass
5 if a = b:
6 pass
if b = c:
8 pass
if a = c:
10 pass
pass
Fig. 4: ⊥ indicates an assertion failure is expected, ⊤ indicates no assertion failure, and ⊢ indicates that an assertion is true








Fig. 6: Test Suite 1 (strong oracle)
1 def testsuite():
⊥ triangle(0,1,1)
3 ⊢ triangle(1,1,1) = ’Equilateral’
4 ⊢ triangle(2,1,2) = ’Isosceles’
5 ⊢ triangle(2,2,1) = ’Isosceles’
6 ⊢ triangle(1,2,2) = ’Isosceles’
7 ⊢ triangle(3,4,5) = ’Scalene’
(a)17
(b1)8 (b2)9





























Fig. 7: Evaluation of supermutants. Each node represents a
supermutant. The node values indicate number of mutations in
each. The shaded nodes mark non-detected mutants. The edge
labels show the number of tests that detected the supermutant
and hence transmitted to children. The doubled border
indicates first order mutants that were detected.
B. Analyzing the urlparse program
The urlparse API is a part of the Python standard library8.
It contains 37 statements that can be mutated (We manually
confirmed that the 37 mutants were non-equivalent) and are
covered by our test suite. The mutant kill matrix contains
1, 000 × 37 = 37, 000 test case evaluations. This can be
reduced to 25,260 test case evaluations using techniques such
as coverage based test-case selection.
The API urlparse accepts different kinds of URLs, parses
these and breaks them into their components. We used an
automatic grammar based fuzzer for generating input URLs
and used two test suites of varying strengths. The first test suite
had the strongest oracle. This oracle verified that the result of
unparsing the parsed URL matches the input URL. Using this
test suite, the maximum coverage we obtained was 32% with
1,000 test inputs. On delta debugging the test suite, we found
that a coverage of 32% could be obtained by just 4 test inputs.
Using these 4 inputs and using traditional mutation analysis,
we removed 20 trivially killed mutants where reachability was
sufficient for detection. This required 37 mutant executions
with one of the 4 different test cases. We verified that any
reachable test case would be able to detect these mutants
by checking that these mutants would be detected even after
removing assertions from test cases. We next constructed a
supermutant with the remaining 17 mutants. We evaluated our
test cases against this supermutant, and passed the detecting
test cases to the resulting child supermutants. Here, out of the
8https://docs.python.org/3/library/urllib.parse.html
17 mutations, 5 could be detected by supermutant analysis,
and the remaining 12 could not be detected either as a single
supermutant or individually by our test suite. This resulted in
a total of 13,009 test evaluations. This compares to 25,260 test
case evaluations for traditional analysis. The details are given
in Figure 7. The mutation score was 25
37
= 67.6%.
For the next cycle, we weakened our oracle. Rather than
verifying that the unparsed output object exactly matched the
input URL, we only verified that the return was a valid object
(not None). Using this oracle, only one of the 5 mutants
we previously detected could be found, and the supermutant
containing all remaining mutations could not be detected by
the test suite either. This resulted in a total of 9, 037 test





As we showed in the two case studies, using the supermutant
technique has the potential to reduce the computational
overhead for evaluating the complete mutant kill matrix. A
simple adaptation that we described in Section I can also make
it effective for traditional mutation analysis.
The applicability of our technique is dependent on the
following factors.
A. Strength of the test suite
The main requirement for applicability of the technique is
that the generated test suites are strong (coverage adequate),
but with weak oracles. We note that most machine generated
test suites [11] tend to belong to this category. Our technique
works best if individual test cases cover numerous mutants so
that a number of these mutants can be evaluated in a single
supermutant.
This is the main limitation of our approach. That is, it is
applicable only to a specific type of test suite (either machine
generated or containing weak oracles such that most mutants
are not detected immediately). A second problem is that we
assume that if a test case without assertion is able to detect
the mutants it covers, then any other test case that covers them
will also detect them (or other cheap means of classification).
However, this may not hold for all test cases.
B. Strength of the mutant
Our technique works best with mutants that are stubborn or
for evaluating possibly equivalent mutants. The reason is that,
for these mutants, traditional mutation analysis has to evaluate
the full matrix (n× t), when compared to trivial mutants where
the detection may happen with the first covering test case
(n × 1). Note that the statement deletion mutation operator
that we have used in Section II-A and Section II-B requires
smaller number of test cases [7], and hence easier to detect
(and results in a smaller number of equivalent mutants) than
other mutation operators. Hence our approach works with even
relatively easier to detect mutants.
Indeed, we suggest that any mutant likely to be hard to
detect or equivalent be marked, and evaluated exclusively with
our algorithm rather than even checking whether they can
be detectd by a simple covering test suite. Given that it is
comparatively easy to classify mutants as weak or strong once
reachability is taken into account [33] we believe that our
approach will prove useful in reducing the cost of execution.
C. Overlapping mutations
A third limitation of our approach is that only non-
overlapping mutations can be evaluated in a single supermutant.
However, one can evaluate multiple supermutants each contain-
ing different non-overlapping mutations to work around this
issue.
D. Effect of fault masking
The final limitation of our approach is that in the case of weak
oracles that rely on exceptions, fault masking starts to become a
problem. This can be illustrated by considering a weak oracle
for urlparse that only checks for exceptions and assertion
failures. Because urlparse relies on other procedures to perform
actual work, replacing these procedure calls by pass removes
any chance of exceptions, and hence mask the supermutants in
these procedures. This is in some sense predicted by previous
research [9] which suggests that fault masking is dependent on
the co-domain of a function. In the case of a weak oracle that
is unable to distinguish anything further than two cases of a
function behavior– exception and no exception, the co-domain
is essentially binary, and chances of fault masking increase
correspondingly. Again, another observation from urlparse is
that, if there are opportunities for incorrect parsing without
throwing exceptions, these too can potentially produce masking
supermutants when using weak oracles. These are problems that
need to be solved before mutation analysis using supermutants
can be practical.
IV. THREATS TO VALIDITY
Our evaluation is subject to the following threats:
• Our case study was conducted on two simple programs
triangle, and the urlparse the results from which are
indicative of the potential of our technique, but are not
representative of the real world.
• We rely on the rarity of fault masking from theory of
composite faults to avoid redundant computation. While
the theory has sufficient empirical evidence, it is possible
that specific programs may have different characteristics.
• We assume that mutants that are not killed by a covering
test case are likely hard to be killed. However, this
assumption has not been empirically evaluated.
• We use a covering test-suite with weak oracle (without
assertions) to eliminate trivial mutants. Here we assume
that a mutant killed by a covering test case without
assertions will be killed by any test case that covers it.
However, this assumption may not be correct in every
instance.
• We assume that supermutants especially when numerous
mutants are applied are likely easier to kill, and effects of
fault masking is negligible in such cases. However, this
assumption may not be correct in all cases.
• Some of the mutation patterns such as those that affect the
control flow can lead to some spurious mutant kill matrix
results. For example, a special optimization branch could
be rendered non-executable by a mutation, which may
likely make other test cases that test the correctness of
the optimization also fail to detect the supermutant, while
detecting the component mutations on the optimization.
V. RELATED WORK
The idea of mutation analysis was proposed by Lipton [19]
and its concepts formalized by DeMillo et al. [8], , and was
first implemented by Budd [4]. Previous research [5], [21],
[29] suggests that it subsumes different test coverage measures,
including statement, branch, and all-defs dataflow coverage.
Research shows that mutants are similar to real faults in terms
of error trace produced [6], the ease of detection [2], [3], and
effectiveness [16]. The foundational assumptions of mutation
analysis—“the competent programmer hypothesis” and “the
coupling effect”—have been validated both theoretically [9],
[34], [35] and empirically [25], [26].
Researchers have suggested several approaches to reducing
the cost of mutation analysis, which were categorized as do
smarter, do faster, and do fewer by Offutt et al. [28]. The
do smarter approaches include space-time trade-offs, weak
mutation analysis, and parallelization of mutation analysis, and
do faster approaches include mutant schema generation, code
patching, and other methods to make the mutation analysis
faster as a whole. Finally, the do fewer approaches try to
reduce the number of mutants examined, and include selective
mutation and mutant sampling.
While a number of researchers have investigated redundant
mutants [17] and have used the complete mutant kill matrix for
their research [1], [10], [24], we are unaware of any previous
research that targets mutant kill matrix computation specifically.
A. Higher-order mutants
An important and related area of research is that of higher-
order mutants [14], [15], [23]. The key idea here is that of
subsuming higher order mutants, which are mutants that are
harder to kill than their constituent mutants. These are mutants
where there is at least a partial masking of effect of the first
mutant by the second mutant. While such mutants are rare [9],
they are important for the simple reason that these mutants
represent the hard to find bugs that tend to interact, and hence
represent a different class of bugs. While this research also
investigates higher-order mutants, we rely on the rarity of
subsuming mutants for ensuring that generated higher order
mutants are easier to detect than its component mutants.
The mutant schemata approach [32] embeds multiple mutants
in the same source file, and chooses the mutant to evaluate
using global switches. Wang et al. [36] and Gopinath et
al. [12] suggest removing execution redundancy between
different mutants and hence making the mutation analysis
faster. Papadakis et al. [30] also combines multiple mutants
but for performing weak mutation.
VI. FUTURE RESEARCH
Numerous modifications to our algorithm may be investigated
for further improvements. We detail some of these below.
A. Partitioning strategy
While generating the supermutants, the question of how
to partition a supermutant into two child mutants can have
different answers. The simplest method is to randomly choose
which mutations end up in each child. If one is interested in
avoiding fault interaction, a plausible partitioning strategy is
to choose mutants that are far apart, and unlikely to influence
each other as possible within the same supermutant. If on the
other hand, our focus is on generating stronger higher order
mutants, or avoiding equivalent mutants, it may be better to
partition the set of mutations by natural boundaries such as
function, class, module etc. such that there is a better chance
of interaction between mutations.
B. Order of execution
Currently, we generate a supermutant, and identify all the
test cases that cover it. Instead, one could envision a tests-
first approach where one identifies a particular test case, and
identify all mutations that can be applied to the program
elements covered by that test case. Depending on whether
one is interested in mutant kill matrix or traditional mutation
score, one can decide to eliminate the killed mutants from
further consideration. It is as yet unclear whether this approach
can yield better performance as compared to the approach
considered in this paper.
C. Identifying probable fault masking patterns
One of the limitations with the supermutant approach is
that of fault masking, especially for test suites with weak
oracles. We identified that one of the recurring patterns was
that of method calls that can be removed without producing
an exception, and hence mask any exceptions that may be
thrown from within the procedure call. Another pattern is
that of optimization branches, where some optimization that
does not affect the correctness of results is performed for
specific kinds of inputs. Say a mutation changes the control
flow such that the optimization branch is never taken. In such a
case, a supermutant that contains mutations in the optimization
branch will never be detected by test cases that check for
the correctness of optimization even though the individual
mutations can be detected separately. These may not be the
only patterns, and a further empirical study using real world
programs is necessary to identify the fault masking patterns
that are likely to occur.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
Mutation analysis is used to accurately evaluate the quality
of software test suites. Unfortunately, traditional mutation
analysis is computationally intensive, requiring as many test
suite evaluations to complete as there are possible mutations in
the software, which often makes it impractical. The problem of
heavy computational footprint is aggravated when one wishes
to find the mutant kill matrix where the results of all test
cases against all mutants are required, especially for evaluating
redundancy in the mutants generated.
We propose a novel means of reducing the resource require-
ments of mutation analysis by combining multiple mutants into
supermutants and evaluating them together. Our approach has
the potential to reduce the resource requirements of mutation
analysis especially for test suites with weak oracles — in
particular machine generated test suites — where traditional
mutation analysis is most expensive (because each mutant likely
needs to be evaluated by each test case). Our approach can
also yield strong higher order mutants that can improve the
effectiveness of mutation analysis.
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